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1 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including
sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing of
the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (B)Loose  or soft soil.

41.00 Cu.M. 77.28 3168.48
2 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing of
the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (B)Dense or hard soil.

81.00 Cu.M. 98.9 8010.90
3 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including

sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing of
the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (D)Soft rock not
requiring blasting. 81.00 Cu.M. 174.8 14158.80

4 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M depth including
sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing of
the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (D)Hard rock 

101.00 Cu.M. 394.45 39839.45
5 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M to 3.0M. depth

including sorting out and stacking of useful materials and
disposing of the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (D)Soft
rock not requiring blasting. 61.00 Cu.M. 189.75 11574.75

6 Excavation for foundation up to 1.5M to 3.0M. depth
including sorting out and stacking of useful materials and
disposing of the excavated stuff upto 50M. Lead. (D)Hard
rock 41.00 Cu.M. 409.4 16785.40

7 Providing and laying cement concrete 1:3:6 ( 1-Cement : 3-
Coarse sand : 6-Hand broken stone aggregate 40MM
nominal size ) and curing complete excluding cost of
formwork in (A) Foundation and plinth. 177.00 Cu.M. 2316.6 410038.20

8 Filling available excavated earth ( excluding rock ) in
trenches, plinth, sides of foundation etc. in layers not
exceeding 20 cm. in depth consolidating each deposited
layer by ramming and watering. 324.00 Cu.M. 87.98 28505.52

9 Filling in foundation and plinth with murrum or selected soil
in layers of 20cm. thickness including watering, ramming
and consolidating etc. complete 2398.00 Cu.M. 215.54 516864.92

10 Brick work using common burnt clay building bricks having
crushing strength not less than 35 kg./Sq.Cm. in foundation
and plinth in Cement Mortar 1:6 (1- Cement : 6 -fine
sand)(C) Fly Ash Bricks 254.00 Cu.M. 3150.40 800201.60

Schedule - B
NAME OF WORK : Construction of sub division office building , compound wall, parking shed and 

TC plinth with electrification for Nikava sdn office under Jamnagar Circle

Section A(CIVIL WORK)
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11 Brick work using common burnt clay building bricks having
crushing strength not less than 35 kg./Sq.Cm. in Super
structure in Cement Mortar 1:6 (1- Cement : 6 -fine
sand)(C) Fly Ash Bricks 138.00 Cu.M. 3327.5 459195.00

12 Brick work using common burnt clay building bricks having
crushing strength not less than 35 kg./Sq.Cm. at first floor
in Cement Mortar 1:6 (1- Cement : 6 -fine sand)(C) Fly Ash
Bricks 44.00 Cu.M. 3361.8 147919.20

13 (i) Half brick masonry in common brunt clay building
bricks having crushing strength not less than 35 Kg/Sq.Cm.
in Cement mortar 1:4 (1- Cement : 4 -coarse sand ) in
Super structure (C)Fly Ash Bricks 106.00 Sq.M. 479.71 50849.26

14 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of reinforcement for reinforced concrete
work in [A] Foundation, footings, Base of columns and
Mass concrete. 48.00 Cu.M. 4073.90 195547.20

15 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work and
excluding reinforcement for R.C.C work in [D] Columns.

40.00 Cu.M. 6299.85 251994.00
16 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and

curing complete including the cost of form work and
excluding reinforcement for R.C.C work in [D] Columns. At
first floor 5.00 Cu.M. 6331.97 31659.85

17 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work and
excluding reinforcement for R.C.C work in [C] Beams. 79.00 Cu.M. 5082.55 401521.45

18 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work and
excluding reinforcement for R.C.C work in [C] Beams.at
first floor 5.00 Cu.M. 5114.67 25573.35

19 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of reinforcement for reinforced concrete
work in Copings upto floor two level. 15.00 Cu.M. 4436.80 66552.00

20 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of reinforcement for reinforced concrete
work in Chajjas. 2.00 Cu.M. 5340.85 10681.70

21 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of reinforcement for reinforced concrete
work in Staircase. 3.00 Cu.M. 5123.03 15369.08

22 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of reinforcement for reinforced concrete
work in SLAB. 37.00 Cu.M. 5320.90 196873.30
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23 Providing and laying controlled cement concrete M-200 and
curing complete including the cost of form work but
excluding the cost of reinforcement for reinforced concrete
work in SLAB. At first floor 9.00 Cu.M. 5353.02 48177.18

24 Providing Thermo Mechanically treated bar F.E. 500 Steel
reinforcement as per I.S. Standard for R.C.C work including
bending, binding and placing in position complete upto floor
two level. 26000.00 Kg 71.71 1864460.00

25 Providing Thermo Mechanically treated bar F.E. 500 Steel
reinforcement as per I.S. Standard for R.C.C work including
bending, binding and placing in position complete upto floor
two level.at first floor 2100.00 Kg 72.37 151977.00

26 Providing 15MM thick cement plaster in single coat on
Brick/concrete walls for interior plastering upto floor two
level finished even and smooth in Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-
Cement :3-Sand ) for walls. 800.00 Sq.M. 113.40 90720.00

27 Providing 15MM thick cement plaster in single coat on
Brick/concrete walls for interior plastering upto floor two
level finished even and smooth in Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-
Cement :3-Sand ) for walls.at first floor 196.00 Sq.M. 128.42 25170.32

28 Providing 10MM thick cement plaster in single coat on
Brick/concrete walls for interior plastering upto floor two
level finished even and smooth in Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-
Cement :3-Sand ) for ceilling 220.00 Sq.M. 101.43 22314.60

29 Providing 10MM thick cement plaster in single coat on
Brick/concrete walls for interior plastering upto floor two
level finished even and smooth in Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-
Cement :3-Sand ) for ceilling at first floor 37.00 Sq.M. 116.45 4308.65

30 20MM thick sand faced cement plaster on walls upto height
10meters above ground level consisting of 12MM thick
backing coat of Cement Mortar 1:3 ( 1-Cement : 3-Sand )
and 8MM thick finishing coat of Cement Mortar 1:1 ( 1-
Cement : 1-Sand ) etc. complete. 1750.00 Sq.M. 198.45 347287.50

31 Providing cement vata ( 10Cm x10Cm ) size quarter round
in cement concrete in C.M. 1:1 including neat cement
finishing, watering etc. complete.   110.00 Meter 18.48 2032.80

32 Providing and laying 24"x24" Vitrified 8mm thick tiles in
flooring and skirting over 20mm (average) base of cement
mortar 1:6 ( 1-Cement : 6-Coarse sand ) on new surface or
fixing on existing flooring by adhesive material including
dismantling of existing flooring and jointed with colour
cement slurry including finished with flush pointing and
cleaning the surface etc complete, for Light Shade as
directed by EIC. 262.00 Sq.M. 928.20 243188.40

33 Providing and laying coloured glazed tiles of he size 300mm
x 200mm x 8mm / 300mm x 450mm x 8mm in floring,
skirting, risers of steps and dedo on 10mm thick cement
plaster 1:3 (1-Cement : 3-Coarse sand) & jointed with white
cement slurry. 163.00 Sq.M. 935.55 152494.65
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34 Providing and layin 25MM thick Kotah stone slab flooring
over 20MM (average) thick base of Cement Mortar 1:6 ( 1-
Cement : 6-Coarse sand ) or lime mortar 1:1.5 laid over and
jointed with grey cement slurry including rubbing etc
complete. [A] 25MM thick as directed by EIC.

58.00 Sq.M. 637.35 36966.30
35 Providing and laying 20 to 25MM thick, both faces polished

Kotah stone with all edges machine cut, 450mm to 600mm
width and of required length ( only one piece to be used ) of
approved quality for cup board shelves, wall partition etc.
including fixing the same in masonary wall by cement
mortar in three sides including curing etc. complete as
directed by EIC. 146.00 Sq.M. 953.10 139153.03

36 Providing and laying marble stone slab flooring over 20mm
(average)base of cement mortar 1:6 (1-cement : 6 coarse
sand) or L.M. 1:1.5(1- lime putty : 1.5 - coarse sand) laid
and jointed with gray cement slurry including rubbing and
polishing complete. (A)  Marble slab 25mm thick

80.00 Sq.M. 1379.70 110376.00
37 Providing and laying broken China Mosaic Flooring for

terrace using 12mm to 20mm broken pieces of glazed tiles to
be laid over cement mortar 1:3 to plain or slope and to be
tempered to bring mortar crème out upto surface using white
cement including rounding off junctions and extending them
up to 15cm along the wall, clearing with water and oxalic
acid etc. as directed by EIC.

247.00 Sq.M. 494.55 122153.85
38 Wall painting (two coats) with plastic emulsion paint of

approved brand and manufacture on undecorated wall
surface to give an even shade including throughly brushing
the surface free from mortar droppings and other foreign
matter and sand papered smooth with two coats of putty and
primer 1000.00 Sq.M. 100.44 100440.00

39 Wall painting (two coats) with plastic emulsion paint of
approved brand and manufacture on undecorated Celling
surface to give an even shade including throughly brushing
the surface free from mortar droppings and other foreign
matter and sand papered smooth with two coats of putty and
primer 257.00 Sq.M. 103.91 26704.87

40 Providing and applying 1 coat of approved make of cement
primer paint including scaffolding watering etc. complete as
directed by EIC. 1750.00 Sq.M. 28.00 49000.00

41 Finishing wall with weather proof exterior emulsion paint on
wall surface (two coats) to give an required shape even
shade after thorughly brushing the surface to remove all dirt
and remains of loose powdered materials etc. complete

1750.00 Sq.M. 75.60 132300.00
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42 Providing and fixing MS grills or required pattern to frames
of windows etc. with MS flats at required spacing and frame
all round square or round bars with round headed bolts and
nuts or by screws/welding with three coats of oil paint
including a priming coat etc complete as directed by EIC.
[A] Plain grill. 614.00 Kg 70.76 43447.62

43 Providing and fixing 50MM Stainless steel pipe hand railing
for staircase with necessary Balusters, Vertical pipes of
required diameter fixing the same by airldite necessary
welding etc as directed by EIC. 13.00 Rmt 2980.00 38740.00

44 Providing & fixing hot pressed phenol bonded, exterior type
solid flush door 30mm shutter made by approved brand & as
per I.S.I. standard with water resisting plywood facing and
1mm thick laminated sheet on both side of door to fixing
with marble frame. teak wood frame.If necessary with glass
looking window with T.W. batten and polishing /Colour
.Rates are with fixtures & fastening also with 3 NO. of
100mm. long butt or parliamentary hinges on each flap of
double shutter & 150mm. long hinges for single shutter
complete as per drawing & as directed by E.I.C.

20.00 Sq.M. 3117.00 62340.00
45 Providing and fixing FRP frame 100X50 mm and 28 mm

thick FRP depressed pannel shutter having extra
reinforcement on sides and edges and in Gel coat finish.The
core of the shutter is to be filled up with injected fire
retardent grade polyurethane foam done in situ along with
embaded wooden pieces for stiffening and also for taking
hinges and fixtures .The whole FRP frame and shutter is to
be water proof,wheathereproof,termite proof and resistance
to mild acid /alkali .Rates are to be inclsive of S.S. hinges
with necessary screws and alluminium fixtures and
fastenings. 

14.00 Sq.M. 3283.00 45962.00
46 Providing ,fitting & fixing fully glazed, partly glazed double

leaf anodized powder coating aluminum entrance door
using extruded section fabricated by standard manufacturers
with framing 10.15X4.45cm rectangular section & door
shutter made from 10.15cmX4.45cm aluminum bottom
section, top & vertical section 15cmX4.45cm size using 5
mm thick "TRIVENI" or HB4 plain glass with glazing deep
rubber gasket with locking arrangement of GODREJ LOCK
with all fixtures & fastening of anodized section with
aluminum bedding hydraulic floor spring mounted door
closure with all labours & materials etc. complete as per
drawing & as directed by EIC 

5.00 Sq.M. 4082.00 20410.00
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47 Providing and fxing window having extruded alluminium
colour anodized section frame main outer size
63.50x38.10x1.95mm of jindal section no. 4605@ wt 1.094
kg/Rmt) Horizontal two track member size
61.85x31.75x1.20mm vertical member of size
61.85x31.75x1.30mm jindal section no 8758 @ 0.659 kg/mt
with sliding shutters of horizontal member size
40x18x1.29mm vertical member of size 40x18x1.29 jindal
section no 8947 @ wt of 0.456 kg/mt section 8948 @ 0.457
with 5mm thick transparent bronze colour tinted flowat glass
with powder coated alluminium fittings and fixtures and
transparent silicon sealant glass fixing to frame as per
detailes etc.

31.00 Sq.M. 2002.17 62067.27
48 Providing and fixing standared extruded of alluminium

section of size 63mm x 38.10mm x 1.2mm (Jindal Section
:2434, @ Wt. 0.643 kg per mt with colour Powder Coated
alluminium frame for ventilation with 5 mm thick frosted
glass as details etc complete for Ventilation

1.50 Sq.M. 1373.45 2060.18
49 Providing and fixing in position fully glazed / partly glazed

alluminium frame partition using alluminium coloured
powder coated rectangle section of standard size 63 x 38 mm 
for vertical and horizontal, for top, all intermediate, bottom
& side ends panel. Panels is to prepared from 5mm thick
glass ( Modi or standard make ) and acylic sheet equivalent
material with an overall thickness of 3 mm, fixed with
transparent rubber gasket with alluminium beeding of
required size. All galzing should be designed with
decorative film if necessary. Scope includes all fixtures,
fastenings and screws etc complete as directed by EIC.
Penalling is to be done as directed by EIC.

14.00 Sq.M. 2604.00 36456.00
50 Providing and fixing rolling shutters of approved make made

of 80MM wide M.S. laths inter-locked together thorough
their entire length and jointed together at the ends by end
locks mounted on specially designed pipe shaft with bracket
plates, guide channels and arrangements for inside and
outside locking with push-pull operation with gear system
including the cost of hood cover and spring etc. complete, of
approved guage by EIC. [A] Shutters having width below
3.5M. 7.00 Sq.M. 3774.65 26422.55

51 Providing erecting fixing double coated Syntex of
Equivalent PVC ( ISI ) mark Water tank of required capacity
each with all necessary fittings and connection etc complete
on terrace as directed by EIC. 2000.00 Per Ltr. 4.61 9220.00
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52 Providing,layng and jointing in true line and level U.P.V.C
pipe line including fitting of
PRINCE/SUPREME/ASTRAL/FINOLEX or equivalent or
as approved by Engineer in charge. Pipe shall be fixed on
the wall with the help of clamp at every two meter c/c or
shall be concealed as directed including necessary fittings
etc. Including testing of ppe and joints and fixing the same
with adhesive solvent, Including cost of all materal (A)
15mm 20.00 Meter 84.87 1697.40

53 Providing,layng and jointing in true line and level U.P.V.C
pipe line including fitting of
PINCE/SUPREME/ASTRAL/FINOLEX or equivalent or as
approved by Engineer in charge. Pipe shall be fixed on the
wall with the help of clamp at every two meter c/c or shall
be concealed as directed including necessary fittings etc.
Including testing of ppe and joints and fixing the same with
adhesive solvent, Including cost of all materal (A) 25mm

40.00 Meter 107.29 4291.60
54 Providing,layng and jointing in true line and level U.P.V.C

pipe line including fitting of
PRINCE/SUPREME/ASTRAL/FINOLEX or equivalent or
as approved by Engineer in charge. Pipe shall be fixed on
the wall with the help of clamp at every two meter c/c or
shall be concealed as directed including necessary fittings
etc. Including testing of ppe and joints and fixing the same
with adhesive solvent, Including cost of all materal (A)
32mm 100.00 Meter 139.20 13920.00

55 Providing,layng and jointing in true line and level U.P.V.C
pipe line including fitting of
PRINCE/SUPREME/ASTRAL/FINOLEX or equivalent or
as approved by Engineer in charge. Pipe shall be fixed on
the wall with the help of clamp at every two meter c/c or
shall be concealed as directed including necessary fittings
etc. Including testing of ppe and joints and fixing the same
with adhesive solvent, Including cost of all materal (A) 40
mm 25.00 Meter 173.03 4325.75

56 Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, flooring plumb by
means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet with 1 to 1.5 mtrs.
Distance 10 Kg.F /cm2 working pressure PVC pipes incl.
joining with approved solution & all fittings like bend, tee.
Y bend plug bend with water tight joints( Finolex or
equivalent )for soil waste & ventilating pipes etc. of the
following outside dia. Low density complete with necessary
fittings, wall clamps etc. including making groove in the
wall ,ceiling  & floor -75 mm dia 30.00 Meter 263.55 7906.50
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57 Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, flooring plumb by
means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet with 1 to 1.5 mtrs.
Distance 10 Kg.F /cm2 working pressure PVC pipes incl.
joining with approved solution & all fittings like bend, tee.
Y bend plug bend with water tight joints( Finolex or
equivalent )for soil waste & ventilating pipes etc. of the
following outside dia. Low density complete with necessary
fittings, wall clamps etc. including making groove in the
wall ,ceiling  & floor - 90 mm dia 50.00 Meter 292.00 14600.00

58 Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, flooring plumb by
means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet with 1 to 1.5 mtrs.
Distance 6 Kg.F /cm2 working pressure PVC pipes incl.
joining with approved solution & all fittings like bend, tee.
Y bend plug bend with water tight joints( Finolex or
equivalent )for soil waste & ventilating pipes etc. of the
following outside dia. Low density complete with necessary
fittings like shoe / bend , wall clamps etc. including making
groove in the wall ,ceiling & floor -110 mm dia[ If pipe laid
in trenches earth work will be paid seperately ]

40.00 Meter 315.00 12600.00
59 Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, flooring plumb by

means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet with 1 to 1.5 mtrs.
Distance 6 Kg.F /cm2 working pressure PVC pipes incl.
joining with approved solution & all fittings like bend, tee.
Y bend plug bend with water tight joints( Finolex or
equivalent )for soil waste & ventilating pipes etc. of the
following outside dia. Low density complete with necessary
fittings like shoe / bend , wall clamps etc. including making
good the wall ,ceiling & floor -160 mm dia [ If pipe laid in
trenches earth work will be paid seperately ]

40.00 Meter 390.00 15600.00
60 Providing and fixing water closet squatting orrissa pan

(India type W.C. Pan) size 580 mm integral footrest and 100
mm P or S trap and including 25 mm dia. C.P. brass flush
valve and G.I. inlet connection etc. comp. - vitreous china
long pattern white or colour (Bed concrete and earth work
will be measured and paid seperately)

1.00 No 1234.28 1234.28
61 Providing and fixing wash down closet (European W.C.

Pan) with integral "P" or "S" trap and C.P. brass flush valve
of 25 mm dia with fittings and including plastic seat and
cover with brass hinges and rubber buffersand PVC
connector , jet spray , nozzle etc. including jointing trap with
soil pipe in C.M. 1:1 ( 1-Cement : 1-Fine sand ) and PVC
tank with float valve etc.connecting cistern with closet etc.,
comp.in working condition-Vitreous in colour.

4.00 No 1899.17 7596.68
62 Providing and fixing Urinal of approved quality including

connecting the Urinal with waste pipe, tap etc complete. [A]
squatting plate pattern white earthenware 550MMx300MM..

4.00 No 1023.75 4095.00
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63 P/F wash basin with single hole for pillar tap with providing
and fixung 15mmC.P. brass quarter turn pillar tap, capstan
head screw down high pressure with screws, shanks and
back nutswith C.I. or M.S. Brackets painted white paint
including cutting holes and making good the same including
C.P. brass waste - vitreous china.-Flat back washbasin 550
x 400 mm. Size - in colour.

4.00 No 1593.04 6372.16
64 P&F sink with c.i or M.S brackets painted white including

cutting holes iin walls and making good the same but
excuding fittings. Vitreous china sink (i)600x450x150mm)

1.00 No 2038.05 2038.05
65 Providing and fixing S.W Gully trap with C.I Grating brick

masonary chamber and water tight C.I cover with frame of
300MM x 300MM size (inside) with standard weight. [I]
Square mouth traps. [B] 150MM x 100MM size 'P' or 'R'
type. 3.00 No 1244.25 3732.75

66 Providing and fixing screw down bib taps of following size
[B] Brass chromium plated screws down Bib tap. [I] 15MM
dia. 10.00 No 218.29 2182.90

67 Providing and fixing Gun metal check or non-return full-way 
wheel valve. [D] 32MM dia. 3.00 No 367.70 1103.10

68 Providing and fixing PVC SWR Nahni trap IS 14735 for
drain - 100 mm diameter with jali of the following nominal
diameter of self cleansing design with C.I scread down or
hinged grating including the cost of cutting and making good
the walls. 10.00 No 368.55 3685.50

69 Construction of brick masonary chamber for underground
C.I. inspection chamber and beds with bricks having
crushing strength not less than 35kg cm2 in C.M. 1:5 C.I
cover with frame (light duty)455mmx610mm internal
dimension total weight of cover with frame to be not less
than 38k (wt. of cover 23kg) and with frame 15kg. RCC top
slab with 1:2:4 mix (1-cement 2-coarse sand 4-graded stone
aggreate 20mm size) foundation concrete 1:5:10 inside
plaster 15mm thisck with cement mortar 1:3 finished smooth
with a floating coat of neat cement on walls and bed
concerete etc complete (i) inside dim 455mmx610mm and
450mm deep for singlr pipe line

5.00 No 2664.90 13324.50
70 Providing and fixing 600 x 450mm 4mm thick mirror of

superior glass with 8mm plywood on back site with
aluminium frame of 12mm "C" channel including fixing on
as directed by EIC.                                         4.00 No 611.10 2444.40

71 Providing and fixing of ISI approved quality Hydraulic door
closer as directed. 4.00 No 752.00 3008.00

72 Providing and fixing Powder Coated towel rail bracket
including fasteners size of 600MM X 20MM size etc
complete as directed by EIC 4.00 No 502.95 2011.80

73 Providing and fixing SS plated with screws etc complete.
3.00 No 195.50 586.50
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74 Flat Latch ( Aluminium ) - 250 MM long. 15.00 No 70.00 1050.00
75 Handle ( Aluminium ) - 150MM long. 30.00 No 22.00 660.00
76 Door Stopper ( Aluminium ) - 150MM long. 15.00 No 50.00 750.00
77 Tower Bolt ( Stainless steel ) - 150MM long. 15.00 No 50.00 750.00
78 S.S best Chromium plated Aldrop - 14MM dia. & 300MM

long. 10.00 No 150.00 1500.00
79 Providing & Fixing SIGN BOARD having size

2000X1000mm for Sub-division made from 16 guage M.S
Sheet having frame work of 35X35X3 mm M.S angle
alround & 2 vertical intermediate angle supports at equal
distance welded to sheet with 2 Nos. of 50X50X6mm. M.S
angle posts 3.0 M. long with arrangement of bolting, 3 coats
of oil painting etc.complete as directed by EIC. with letter
writing  in Flex Banner 

1.00 No 2250.00 2250.00
80 Brass C.P mortise lock ( GODREJ MAKE ) with handles of

approved quality.
4.00 No 685.00 2740.00

81 Providing and fixing 450MM x 600MM size light type C.I
Manhole covers with water tight C.I fame & fixing the same
in concrete etc. complete as directed by EIC. 5.00 No 1119.45 5597.25

82 Providing half nosing to edge of Kotah Stone / Marble etc.
complete. 69.00 Meter 58.65 4046.85

83 Providing and fixing stainless steel font on any surface at
any height with necessary fasteners and fixtures etc
completed as directed by EIC. 49.00 Sq.ft 1058.00 51842.00

84 Providing and laying interlocking Pre-Cast Rubber Dye inter
locking concrete Block 60mm thick with grade of concrete
M-200 pnumatic compressed by mechanically pressed and
as per approved design including 75 mm sand layer for
levelling and filling the joint with sand in proper line and
level. 578.00 Sq.M. 593.00 342754.00

85 Providing and fixing steel cupboard shutter of 20 guage with
steel frame and fixing the frame with brick masonary
including locking arrangement with 3 coats of approved oil
paint etc. complete. 53.00 Sq.M. 2701.00 143153.00

86 Providing and fixing pre-cast concrete Kerb stone of grey
cement based concrete block 30 cm length, 30cm height and
15cm thick of M-200 grade concrete as per approved design
and including excavation for fixing in proper line and level,
filling the joint with C.M. 1:3 ( 1-Cement : 3-Sand ) etc
complete as directed by EIC.

96.00 Sq.M. 252.00 24192.00
87 P&F 75mm dia G.I pipe as railing wherever requried

including fixing the necessary hold fasts at the end/middle
and grouting the same inw all with concrete as directed in
line & level and 3 coats of oil painting of approved shade &
make etc. complete 89.00 Rmt 390.00 34710.00
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88 P&F M.S conduit pipe gate/grill gate, form appropriate
secton and M.S.flat,square bar, M.S sheet and grouting the
pvot as per drawing and design with necessary brackets,
hold fasts, locking arrangement on top & aldrop on both the
side. 600.00 Kg 71.90 43140.00

89 Providing and fixing G.I. pipe elevation ventilation zali for
open duck as per drawing , section of 3"x1" for vertical
member and 3"x1" horizontal member at center of 6" c/c.
with one coat of primer and two coat of oil paint etc comp.

17.00 Sq.M. 2131.00 36227.00
90 Steel work, welded in built up sections framed work

including cutting, hoisting, fixing in position and applying a
priming coat of red lead with two two coats of oil paint.
(A)In beams and joists, channels angles Tees, flats, with
connecting plates or angle cleats as in main and cross beams.
Hip and jack rafters, purlins conneted to common rafters and
the like .( all materials shall be brought by contractor)

1676.00 Kg 66.54 111521.04
91 Providing semi corrugated colored G.I. sheets roofing fixed

with galvanized iron J or L hooks, bolts and nuts 8mm
diameter with bitumen ancl G.L iimpet compiete excluding
the cosi of,purling, rafters and trusses.(1) 0.50 mm thick
sheet

92.00 Sq.M. 628.00 57776.00
92 Constructing 10 cm thick Controlled cement concrete M-

200 Grade with Trimix Vacumm dewatering system with
power trowling sheet form work with M.S. channels,
srinking of fair hardness, Non oxidzing, Non metalic, heavy
duty floor hardner of FOSROC or equivalent at the rate of
1.00 Kg./Sq.M. with 10 mm x 10 mm size groove cutting in
concrete as constructution joint and 12 mm thick premix
expansion joint at every 20 Meter lengthwith necessary
equipments, labors as per design etc. Complete.

386.00 Sq.M. 647.00 249742.00
93 Applying general insecticide pest control treatmet to floors,

cupboards etc including labour materials etc. complete
Using Hepltacloride 20 EC as per 6113_pests consentration
wight .50 percent is recommended one litre chemical
emulsion dilute with 39 litre of water will give. Total dilute
concentration will be 40 litre inclusive of one litre chemical
emulsion application .5 litre chemical/sqm surface is
recommended as per IS. 327.00 Sq.M. 71.19 23279.13

94 Supplying and fixing reinforced concrete heavy duty non-
pressure pipes with collars for culverts carrying heavy traffic
as per IS 458-1991 specifications including setting the pipes
in C.M. 1:2 watering and laying (to level or slopes) of class
NP3 of  following internal  daimeters.(iii) 600mm dia

30.00 Rmt 2136.9 64107.00



SR 
NO.

ITEM QTY PER RATE AMOUNT

95 Providing and fixing 8 mm thick gypsum pvc laminated false 
ceiling placed on main GI central black linear tee of
32*24*.28 mm with long and short cross GI central linear
black tee of 26*24*.28 mm and wall GI angle of 20*20*.30
mm suspended by 18 gauge Gi wire including necessary
fixures and fasteners etc completed as directed by EIC

19.00 Sq.M. 655.00 12445.00
96 Drilling of bore well of 165mm.dia. by machine in hard rock

etc., complete, truly vertical with all equipments and labours
etc., complete as directed by E.I.C.a)     0 to 150 M depth.   

150.00 Rmt 226 33900.00
97 Providing, fixing & lowering heavy duty 10 KG / CM2

P.V.C. casing pipe suitable for 160 mm dia bore well
including necessary coupling connector, solution etc.
complete as directed by E.I.C.  20.00 Rmt 452 9040.00

98 Providing & Joining the flat copper cables sufficient for 7.5
HP pump set etc., complete as directed by E.I.C. a. 4mm
flat cable 200.00 Rmt 75.00 15000.00

99 Providing & Fixing top cap for 150mm.dia. pipe clamps,
socket & other accessories required for completing the job
as directed by E.I.C. 1.00 No 662.00 662.00

100 Providing & Fixing standard switch board with ampere and
volt meter and wooden covered box with locking
arrangements and fiting on wall as directed 1.00 No 1500 1500.00

101 Providing and fixing best quality of HDPE pipe of approved
ISS quality with all accessories fittings jointing etc. suitable
for submesible pump lowering in bore etc. complete as
directed by EIC.(B) 32mm dia. Outer 10 kg/cm2

130.00 Rmt 87 11310.00
102 Supplying and lowering the approved ISI submersible pump

for 2HP/24 stage in bore well etc. comp. as directed
including ISI approved MEI type oil immersed auto
transformer starter commisionning and testing to required
delivery head(All accesaries will be paid separately)

1.00 No 12000 12000.00
103 Providing and fixing concertina coil fecing with punched

tape concertina coil 600mm dia 10meter openable length
(total 90mt) having 50nos round per 6 mtr length, upto 3 mtr
height of wall existing angle iron "Y" shaped placed 2.4 mt
to 3mt apart with 9 horizontal R.B.T. reinforced barbed wire
stud tied with GI staples and GI clips retain horizontal,
including necessary bolts or GI barbed wire tied to angle
iron, all complete as per direction of EIC with reinforced
barbed tape (RBT) spring core (25mm thcik) wire of high
tensile strength of 165 (cost of MS angle, CC block shall be
paid separetely)

140.00 Rmt 282.00 39480.00

9184715.31Total cost of Civil work in Rupees (A) 



SR 
NO.

ITEM QTY PER RATE AMOUNT

104 Point wiring for light /fan /bell / primary point with 2-1.0 sq.
mm & earth wire of 1.0 sq. mm (green) both are of .ISI
marked FR PVC insulated multistoried copper wires , in
existing pipe Duty erected, complete with 6A tissino Type
ISI marked flues type switch / bell push and accessories
erected on polished wooden block / Metal / PVC box
covered with 3 mm thick laminated sheet. As per (b) for
Concealed Wiring 50.00 NOS 412.00 20600.00

105 Point wiring for independent PLUG with 2-1.0 sq.mm &
earth wire of 1.0 sq.mm(green) both are of ISI marked FR
PVC insulated multistoried copper wires ,in existing pipe
duly erected complete with ISI marked 3 pin 6A socket and
6A tissino type switch erected with wrath continuity
connection erected on polished board block / Metal/PVC
box covered with 3 mm thick laminated sheet .as per

60.00 NOS 380.00 22800.00
106 Providing and erecting 1.5 mm thick FIA approved and ISI

mark (embossed) RIGID PVC PIPES of following size
complete erected with necessary PVC fittings & Clamps
with following type of erection.20 mm 400.00 mit 177.00 70800.00

107 Supplying & executing Delton or approved make Telephone
Cable electrolytic grade annealed copper conductor
insulated with PE insulation twisted in to pairs with color
combination bunched together in concentric layer so as to
minimizes cross talk & wrapped with FR PVC tape &
sheathed with FR PVC or HFFR outer Jacket suitable for
indoor tale phone writing & confirming to C-DOT S/WS-
113/ IEC 60189-2 , UL – 1581 SECTION 1080 VW-1
erected in existing pipe of following size of conductors &
non. of pairs With Necessary Connection . as per 2) Two
Pairs 50.00 mit 50.00 2500.00

108 Providing & Erecting following Shockproof tissino type
accessories erected on 3 mm thick laminated sheet in
wooden/PVC Metal Box .erected on wall/ ceiling.as per (5)
One No Single Pole 16 A Switch & One no 6/16 A
Universal Socket Combined 15.00 NOS 125.00 1875.00

109 Providing & Erecting Following Shockproof tissino type
accessories created on 3 mm thick laminated sheet in
wooden / PVC /Metal Box .erected on wall /celing.as per (8)
Backlite lamp holder A Universal Socket Combined

15.00 NOS 120.00 1800.00
110 Providing & erecting Switch board for Computer or electric

apparatus consisting of following items in single board
erected on wooden / PVC /Metal board with 3 mm thick
laminated sheet erected as directed. 1 no 6A / 16A universal
with fuse & indicator . 4 nos. 6A tissino Switch 4 nos 5 pin
Plug.as Per 20.00 NOS 523.00 10460.00

SECTION-B (ELECTRICAL WORK )



SR 
NO.
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111 Call bell/buzzer , 250 volts, complete erected on existing
polished wooden block or 3 mm. thick laminated sheet. 5.00 NOS 80.00 400.00

112 Approval make C.F.L. lamp Retrofit 13/15/18 Watt Cat.III
20.00 NOS 210.00 4200.00

113 Providing Approved make Tripple pole Cast Iron Clad
Switch & rewirable Fuse with neutral link 415 /500 V
confirming to I.S.S.(b) 32 A Cal- III 20.00 NOS 960.00 19200.00

114 Miniature circuite breaker single pole 6A to 32A suitable to
operate on 240 V.A.c. system and having overload and short
circuit tripping elements and breaking capacity 10 KA to be
erected in existing M.S.box confirming to IS 8828/1996 with 
ISI Mark (A) 6 to 32 Amp. Cat – III 10.00 NOS 110.00 1100.00

115 Providing & erecting 415VMCB double pole switch for
motor & inductive Load (C Curve) having 10 KA breaking
capacity & confirms to IS : 8828 in existing box having
following capacity (A) 6 to 32 Amp.   Cat – III

30.00 NOS 490.00 14700.00
116 Providing & erecting 415 VMCB Four Pole Switch for

Lighting Load (B curve) having 10KA breaking capacity &
confirms to IS :8828 in existing box having following
capacity (A) 6 to 32 Amp.   Cat III 10.00 NOS 490.00 4900.00

117 Providing and erecting double pole MCB isolator A.C. 22
duty Confirms to IS 13947-3-240 V 40V in existing metal
clad MCB distribution Board.  (A) 6 to 32 Amp.    Cat – III

20.00 NOS 290.00 5800.00
118 Approved make ELCBs/RCCBs conforming to IS: 12640

and having sensitivity of 6 mA and Short Circuit withstand
capacity of 6 KA and suitable for operation on single Phase
240. V . having charectorstic of quick action & tripping with
all advance feature & do not incorporate any electronic
component for foolowing Max . rating .

20.00 NOS 2125.00 42500.00
119 Supplying & erecting funnel type earthing having earth

place of following size burrid in specifically prepared earth
pit 3 mtr. Below ground with 40 kg. charcoal and salt with
alternate layers of charcoal & salt ,20mm.dia. G.I. pipe with
Funnel with a wire mesh for watering & bricks masonry
block, C.I. Cover Complete as per para 7.3 of IS 3043 with
necessary length of double G.1/ copper earth wire No 6
SWG bolted with lug to the plate and covered in 12mm
dia.G.I. pipe 2.5 mtr long complete connected to the nearest
switch gear with tester confirming to ISS (AS per
drawing)with following specification

1.00 NOS 12000.00 12000.00
120 Approved make Power Saving 50 Watt Ceiling Fan with

condenser 230 volt A.C. 50 Cys. 1200 mm sweep complete
having 3blades with aluminium blades with , campy & 30
cms ,down rod erected with 24/0.2 flat 3 core flexible wire
with earthing.(Havells,Orient,Crompton,Anchor,Bajaj,Usha)
(Add Rs. 80/- Extra for Resistant type Fan regulator)

15.00 NOS 1850.00 27750.00



SR 
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121 Supporting & erecting fan hook box of 10 mm M.S. round
bar bounded to the RCC bars up to 50mm length each side
and pierced though a 16 Gauge M.S. box / Heavy Duty PVC
box having depth of 75 mm complete erected concealed in
ceiling with necessary finishing. 12.00 NOS 150.00 1800.00

122 Providing 2.5 mm laminated sheet to cover the fan hook or
Fan box. 12.00 NOS 25.00 300.00

123 providing and erecting of TFT tub lights,20 watt, 30.00 NOS 475.00 14250.00
124 providing and erecting of LED lights in Chambers asper

instruction of Engineer in charge. 50.00 NOS 850.00 42500.00
125 providing & fixing of LED fixure,50 watt,for office lighting

as directed by enineer in charge 10.00 NOS 5500.00 55000.00
126 providing and erecting of exhaust fan,12 mm make

:cromplton graves ltd 10.00 NOS 1550.00 15500.00
127 providing and erecting of distribution box (fuse box)with

MCCB-ELCB for distributing power. 5.00 NOS 2700.00 13500.00
406235.00
9590950.31

SIGNATURE OF CONTRACTOR WITH SEAL

GRAND TOTAL INCLUDING GST [ G = F + E]
Final offer in Rs.

Final offer(Rs. In Words) : 

Chief Engineer (Material)
Corporate Office, Rajkot

TOTAL  PROJECT COST IN RUPEES(C=A+B)

Bidder's offer (D) Above
Below

GRAND TOTAL [E = C +/- C*D ]
GST (CGST _____ + SGST _____)  [ F = E * GST% ]

Total cost of electrical work in Rupees (B) 


